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The European Union’s (EU) motto is “united in diversity” – the protection of 
diversity is indeed not only hailed as one of its cornerstones but also enshrined in 
its treaties. Yet reconciling the need to protect diversity, on the one hand, with 
the need to establish enough unity to justify the existence of the European 
Union, on the other, is no easy task. Though they may be casually placed side by 
side by the EU, these two goals are at odds with each other and represent a 
colossal normative and practical challenge – undoubtedly the greatest facing the 
bloc today. This challenge manifests itself across all EU areas of competence: 
how much unity can there be before multiplicity is threatened, and how much 
multiplicity before unity is threatened?  

The linguistic realm, albeit not an EU area of competence, is the very epitome of 
this challenge of unity versus multiplicity – or of nationalism versus 
transnationalism. 24 languages are revered as official and working EU languages, 
to the detriment of dozens of others – regional, minority, migrant, non-territorial 
and sign languages. Among the 24, one has become the bloc’s ad hoc, de facto 
lingua franca, namely English. This paper offers an overview of this conundrum, 
embedding transdisciplinary (philosophy of language, linguistics, translation 
studies and political theory) insights published in Leal (2021) in Van Parijs’ 
diversity model (2011) and in Kraus’s framework of ligatures and options (2018 
– inspired in Dahrendorf’s work).  The main aims of this paper are to offer an 
overview of the EU’s language policies, practices and ideologies; to draw insight 
particularly from Van Parijs’ and Kraus’ work in this area; and to propose top-
down and bottom-up policy suggestions for a more meaningful kind of diversity 
in the EU. 


